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Abstract
In an effort to enable supply chain visibility for Intel products, the Customer Unit Level Traceability
(ULT) Program was formed to help extend Intel's ULT capability to the customer level. Increased
traceability of Intel products could potentially lead customers to realize some of the same benefits, such
as improved issue management and security, as other industries already do.
Interviewing customers regarding their perspectives on ULT and interest in pilot collaboration
engagements with Intel allowed the program to realize that customer adoption would prove to be
challenging. By characterizing the program with Everett M. Roger's Innovation Adoption Curve and
Geoffrey A. Moore's Chasm, it was also discovered that the pragmatic early majority could not be
expected to act as visionary innovators or early adopters and help the program reach a critical mass of
customers with its existing strategy. However, the program may evolve to do so or at least reach its target
customers by modifying the implementation plan. Rather than extending the ULT capability to customers
as a risk mitigation strategy, Intel can effectively prepare a response for when inflection points occur and
motivate customer ULT adoption. The timing of the adoption is largely sensitive to when customers are
ready to bring on this sort of change and understanding what factors will cause this need.
Ultimately, this project lends itself to the longer term, ideal state of having end-to-end traceability of Intel
products along the supply chain whereby additional improvements in areas of quality and manufacturing
can be discovered.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Project Drivers
As supply chains in various industries strive to become leaner, more global, and faster in their
product delivery, companies continuously attempt to maintain and improve process and product quality as
well as find additional ways to mitigate risks that may result from all of these changes. One such means
is by tracking and tracing the movement of their products along various parts of the supply chain.
Similarly, as Intel's own supply chain has grown in complexity, the company has strived to
maintain the quality of their manufacturing and their products. The company can track and trace their
Central Processing Units (CPUs) and chipsets on a unit level, shown in Figure 1, and would like to enable
increased supply chain visibility and facilitate a means of communicating with other supply chain partners
using a common language. This project aims to increase visibility of Intel CPUs along the supply chain
by extending the unit level traceability (ULT) capability onto the customer level through the Customer
ULT Program.
'A~ A I & L
Suppliers 0DM OEM Retaill End Users
Resellers
OEMEndIntel IntelEn
ATM CW /Customers
Intermediary
ODM Retail
Factory
Typical Mobile PC Supply Chain
Resellers
Figure 1: Typical Mobile Personal Computer (PC) Supply Chain'
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Figure 2: 2D Barcode on Intel Ball Grid Array CPU 2
Since the past decade, every Intel CPU and chipset has a scannable 2-Dimensional (2D) matrix
with a unique identification (ID) as shown above in Figure 2. Currently, scanning the mark only provides
the ID number and does not provide any additional unit parameters. The 2D matrix and ULT were first
adopted by Intel to address challenges such as lot mixing during the re-batching process. With the help of
the Customer ULT Program, ULT could potentially provide customers with benefits in issue management
and security and allow Intel to further support the quality promise guaranteed to its customers.
1.2 Problem Statement
Intel has achieved the manufacturing sophistication to internally trace CPUs and chipsets on a unit
level and is looking to extend the capability to their Original Design Manufacturer (ODM) and Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) customers as a means of increasing supply chain visibility of Intel
products.
This project aims to understand the approach to implementing this change; it explores the validity
of the customer ULT value propositions by driving potential collaborations with industry partners, and
identifying key customer ULT resources, road blocks, and enabling elements. A final recommended
strategy for extending the ULT capability to customers will highlight potential inflection points induced
by changes across the industry such as mandated regulations or product roadmap changes. The strategy
will take into consideration the various decision makers and stakeholders that influence the program and
its adoption.
14
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1.3 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 covers background information including industry benchmarking and company
information, as well as the company's history and present state regarding traceability and the project.
Chapter 3 presents the project's hypothesis and the approach used to determine the final implementation
strategy. Chapter 4 covers the industry survey and pilot collaboration engagement with customers and
also characterizes the Customer ULT Program. Chapter 5 goes over the potential Information
Technology (IT) System Implications that could result from the project in the short and long term.
Chapter 6 provides the recommended implementation strategy, inflection points, and presents different
potential outcomes for the Customer ULT Program. Finally, Chapter 7 gives a summary of the project
and its results as well as conclusive remarks.
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2 Background
2.1 Literature Review
2.1.1 Supply Chain and Traceability
"In today's competitive markets, companies look for any advantage they can build over their
competitors. A number of companies recognize that supply chain excellence is an opportunity to create
such an advantage. A superior supply chain provides manufacturing flexibility, fast on-time delivery, and
lower cost products than those of a lesser competitor" (Schoerner, 2009). In order to stay competitive,
firms must take into consideration risks that may arise along the supply chain. Risks can range from
extreme natural disasters to operational risks such as forecast or manufacturing errors.
One way in which firms can manage risks is to invest in flexibility before any incidents occur so
that they can avoid higher costs later (Simchi-Levi, 2010). Tracking and tracing are examples of
capabilities that could potentially address certain risks such as counterfeiting, logistical purposes, or
product recall. Product tracking "is the capability to follow the path of a specified unit of a product
through the supply chain as it moves between organizations" while product tracing "is the capability to
identify the origin of a particular unit and/or batch of product located within the supply chain by reference
to records held upstream in the supply chain" (Gil).
Having a record of each product's movement allows for a common language between supply
chain partners, opening up possibilities for data sharing and improved supply chain analysis. Intel
Corporation, a large firm within the semiconductor industry, is currently looking into proliferating a
sustainable system of tracking and tracing their units throughout the supply chain.
2.1.1.1 Traceability in Other Industries
Several industries, including food, pharmaceutical, automotive and consumer packaged goods
have looked into or are implementing means of tracing their products for various reasons. Below, the
16
food and pharmaceutical industries are explored and serve as examples of why traceability is used and
how it can be beneficial.
"Since 2005, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has required certain food facilities to
maintain records identifying the sources, recipients, and transporters of food products" (Simchi-Levi,
2010, p. 98). The industry's objective has been to allow the FDA, manufacturers, and retailers to trace
food products on a carton or box level forwards and backwards throughout the supply chain in order to
identify health threats and sources of compromised foods, respectively. The requirements to enable this
risk mitigating strategy include some sort of tracking mechanism as well as unique standards and
databases to allow for communication across the industry or product category.
As a response to counterfeiting in the pharmaceutical industry, there have been regulatory and
legislative initiatives on the US state, federal and international level to have the industry provide a means
of validating and authenticating their products on an item level (Simchi-Levi, 2010). Counterfeit
protection provides security for patients and allows the industry to lead and shape future regulations. In
this industry, 2D barcodes will be scanned by hospitals, pharmacies, or patients and serial numbers will
be accessed via email, text messaging, or the Web by the manufacturer for validation and authentication.
"This point-of-entry/point-of-exit validation system is basic, simple to implement, and does not involve or
put requirements on other participants in the supply chain" (Simchi-Levi, 2010, p. 97).
Benefits such as improved security and identifying the root cause of problems that are seen by the
food and pharmaceutical industry can apply to other industries as well. The role traceability has played at
Intel and what the company plans to do with the benefits they've realized will be discussed in the
following paragraphs.
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2.2 Intel Overview
Intel Corporation, founded in 1968 by Robert Noyce and Gordan Moore, is the world's leading
semiconductor manufacturer. In addition to designing and manufacturing central processing units (CPUs),
also known as microprocessors, Intel also makes chipsets and embedded semiconductors for several
different markets including industrial, medical, and in-vehicle infotainment and other devices related to
communications and computing (Intel).
2.2.1 ULT at Intel
Traceability can be implemented through several ways, including Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID), I-Dimensional (1 D) barcodes, and 2D barcodes. RFID has been considered as a means of
traceability at Intel however was not chosen due to the cost of implementing the technology. It may be
reconsidered again in the future depending on the need and cost for it. The primary advantages of the 2D
matrix are: a) relatively large amounts of data encoded in a small physical area, and b) reliability in
accurately recreating encoded data during reading from damaged marks, which leads to an extremely low
occurrence of mis-reads. These are part of the contributing factors for marking Intel CPUs and chipsets
with a 2D barcode rather than a 1 D barcode.
The 2D barcode on every Intel CPU and chipset follows the Data Matrix standard and represents
encoded data in a square or rectangular shape made up of dots or squares (Benhaim, et al., 2008). Along
two sides of the shape is a finder pattern border, shown in Figure 3, which is used by scanners to identify
the orientation and structure of the symbol.
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Figure 3: Finder Pattern and the Data'
The infrastructure Intel has in place to internally trace CPUs is owned by an engineering group
within Intel's Technology Manufacturing Group (TMG) called Technology Development (TD). Given
any unit's 2-Dimensional Identification (2DID) serial number, this database provides information on that
unit. Intel has the database infrastructure in place to keep track of the material movement and selective
manufacturing information throughout the entire manufacturing flow, and the 2DID serves as a unique
pointer to locate any information on each unit.
The 2D matrix and ULT is widely used at Intel and has contributed to improvements in several
different areas. All sites on Intel's process flow map below in Figure 4, a large portion of which is also
shown on the left side of Figure 1, are controlled and owned by Intel with the exception of the vendor
managed inventory (VMI) hubs and ODM and OEM factories. Fab/Sort, Assembly/Test, and Component
Warehouses (CW) have maintained full unit level traceability of Intel CPUs and chipsets, while at the
VMI hubs, traceability may potentially break depending on the level of manual handling. VMI hubs are
contracted warehouses used as intermediary staging areas that bring Intel inventory closer to customer
sites, and there is no traceability of Intel products beyond the VMI hubs.
19
3 Image from (Benhaim, et al., 2008)
Figure 4: Intel Process Flow 4
Intel's manufacturing consists of several different processes and each layer adds complexity in
tracking the movement of units as shown in Figure 5. ULT helps track movement of all CPUs and
chipsets through the material flow. This allows Intel to avoid any unintended material mixing situation.
Advanced Material Flow
Process 1
Process 2
Process 3
Process N
Figure 5: Material Flow Optimization'
Security fraud protection is another area that is benefited by ULT. The capability allows Intel to
confirm that returned materials match the information contained on those units in the Information
Technology (IT) system owned by TMG's TD group. ULT also helps detect duplicate returns. Security
fraud incidents encountered at Intel are a result of the increase of counterfeit occurrences in the macro
business environment, which is further explained in section 2.2.2.
Finally, being able to track and trace units internally at Intel has led to improved data analysis and
troubleshooting. Understanding the health of each product and having more data on good units verse bad
units has allowed Intel to find the root cause of issues more easily. This is also a proposed value
20
4 Image from (Sailer, 2010)
5 Image from Intel Corporation
proposition for the Customer ULT Program and is depicted in Figure 17. Several benefits have already
resulted from having ULT, and Intel believes it will continue to find additional advantages from the
capability.
2.2.2 Macro Business Environment
Factors in the macro business environment support the need for increased traceability at Intel and
along the supply chain.
Practicing just in time (JIT) manufacturing, whereby "raw materials are received just in time to
go into production, manufacturing parts are completed just in time to be assembled into products, and
products are completed just in time to be shipped to customers" (www.accountingformanagement.com),
has resulted in Intel parts being more distributed along the typical mobile PC supply chain, which is
shown in Figure 6 below. This results in a reduction of in process inventory and carrying costs so that
product and system manufacturers can quickly access parts and build orders accordingly. JIT
manufacturing and distributed parts along the supply chain affect Intel and lead to more of their products
outside of Intel's visibility, which in turn creates several challenges for the company. Because Intel only
has full unit traceability within Intel facilities, once products leave Intel component warehouses, the
company loses traceability on those units down the supply chain. This makes it difficult to communicate
with supply chain partners about specific issues pertaining to a subset of units. Additionally, as more
CPUs and chipsets are stored in VMI hubs and customer intermediary staging areas as a result of JIT
manufacturing, there is a smaller percentage of parts held at Intel compared to Intel parts along the entire
supply chain. This means there is a smaller time window for Intel to detect and contain issues before their
products leave Intel sites.
21
Figure 6: Typical Mobile PC Supply Chain 6
In addition to reduced traceability due to JIT manufacturing, increased counterfeiting in the
electronics industry demonstrates that improved supply chain visibility could be beneficial to Intel and its
customers. Counterfeiting of Intel products includes units with remarked barcodes or units with hardware
or software that have been tampered with as well. The graph in Figure 7 displays an increasing trend of
counterfeiting incidents in the military from 2005 to 2008. Fake electronics in the military could
potentially lead to catastrophic incidents. If these electronics that contain counterfeit parts are used on
aircrafts or weapons, pass preliminary tests and prove to be faulty on a system level, defects could lead to
fatalities or cost the military a lot of time and money to mitigate the issue at hand.
Counterfeiting incidents
9,356
8,139 8600
2005 2006 2007 2006*
-Estknated
souqce US. Depament or
commeIce .
Figure 7: Increased Counterfeiting7
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Finally, an increasing percentage of mobile CPUs scanned by Intel's ODM and OEM customers
since 2005, shown in Figure 8 below, implies that there is growing awareness and interest in traceability
in the industry. Based on high level surveys, mobile PC customers have been scanning the 2DIDs on
Intel CPUs with barcode scanners more and more over the years although it is not completely understood
why they are scanning and what they are doing with the scans.
30
25
20
15
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2005 2008 2010
Figure 8: Increased 2DID Capture Rate8
Various factors such as the application of JIT manufacturing, increased counterfeiting incidents,
and increased 2DID scanning in the macro business environment suggest that more supply chain visibility
through improved traceability is not only increasingly more relevant but potentially necessary.
2.2.3 Customer ULT Program
The Customer ULT Program aims to enable increased supply chain visibility by extending a
common language to ODM and OEM customers through a proposed data exchange. The program is not
responding to an immediate need of traceability in the PC supply chain, but rather intends to focus on the
additional benefits of having a common language and on the customer experience by helping customers
more easily communicate back to Intel with issues they have.
CPUs are high value components on PCs, which is why factors such as improved traceability and
security on these units encourage a capability like ULT to be in place. Through additional changes in
manufacturing such as JIT, a lack of traceability will only become a greater challenge as materials are
handled by additional touch points creating increased complexity in the supply chain. The program does
23
8 Image from Intel Corporation
not plan to be a revenue generator, but rather hopes to provide a mitigation strategy to begin addressing
these issues. The program further hopes to put the building blocks together to create a capability to
enable visibility and ultimately help identify the root cause of problems and better design products.
2.2.3.1 Business Model Canvas
The Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010), shown in Figure 9, is a tool used to
map out, discuss, design and invent new business models and can also be applied to new or existing
projects and programs. It is a useful tool for the Customer ULT Program as well and provides a way to
evaluate the program from a higher level and survey areas that require additional attention. The canvas
can also be used as a means of brainstorming various different models and scenarios and can be
constantly adjusted in accordance with the program's development.
Business Model Canvas
Figure 9: Alexander Osterwalder's Business Model Canvas9
Although some of the section headers are self-explanatory, the following explains each section of
the Business Model Canvas:
9 Image from (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010)
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Customer Segments: This section includes the customers and customers segments the program is trying to
reach with the value propositions.
Value Propositions: This section addresses what value is being delivered to customers and which
customer problems and needs are being satisfied.
Customer Relationships: This section explains what types of relationships are maintained with each
customer.
Channels: This section describes the channels used to communicate, evaluate, deliver and support the
ULT capability to respective customer segments.
Key Activities: This section explains which activities are required to carry out the different parts of the
program such as the value propositions, customer relationships, and revenue streams.
Key Resources: This section covers what main assets and resources are necessary to offer and deliver the
program.
Key Partners: This section includes the program's key partners and groups that are critical to providing
the resources or activities for delivery of the value propositions and can also help leverage various other
parts of the canvas.
Cost Structure: This section covers how much resources, activities, and what all other costs inherent to
the program will be.
Revenue Streams: This section discusses how much customers are willing to pay for the value
propositions being offered by the program. Because the Customer ULT Program will not be generating
direct revenues through this program, the focus of this section will be the benefits that result from the
value propositions.
25
2.2.3.2 Preliminary Customer ULT Program Business Model Canvas
The Business Model Canvas for the Customer ULT Program that represents the initial stages of
the program is shown below in Figure 10 followed by a detailed description of each section. Several, if
not all, of the sections are expected to evolve throughout the program and the one shown below serves as
a decision point for the program's next steps.
Key Partners
* TMG
* CQN
* Quality
- Customer
Support
* IT
* Technology
Development
* Business Integrity
* Samples Group
* IAG
e Business Integrity
o Channel Program
e Samples Group
Key Activities
* Understand Value
Proposition
* Industry Survey
* Pilot Collaborations
e Establish Data
Exchange
* Monitor and Analyze
Data Exchange
Key Resources
* Capital Investments
* Human Resources
* Brand Power
Value Propositions
*Excursion
Management - faster
containment,
increased production
*Product Health
Experience- Good vs
Bad Analysis
*Security -
counterfeiting and
remarking on incoming
and warranties/returns
*Quality - product
verification
Cost Structure
- Data Exchange Center/infrastructure (Intel & Customer)
* CME/CQE support for integration and sustainment (Intel)
- Scanners & Scanner Operators (Intel & Customer)
* Data analysis resources (Intel)
Figure 10: As-is Customer ULT
Customer
Relationships
- Customer Support
group
Channels
- Sharepoint site
- intel.com
* Outsource 3 d party(File Transfer System
(FTS))
* Email
* New database (Data
Exchange Center)
Customer
Segments
- ODM/OEMs:
" Motivators/Drivers:
- Quality
- Social
Responsibility
" Security
- Brand
- Product
Segmentation
- Mobile
" Desktop
- Servers
* Department
* Manufacturing
- Marketing
- R&D
Benefits
* Security: Money & Brand Value
- Excursion Management: Time & Money
, Product Health Experience: Faster issue resolution
Program Business Model Canvas
2.2.3.2.1 Customer Segments
Identifying potential customer segments provides the Customer ULT Program with a more
directed approach. The ODM and OEM customers targeted by the Customer ULT Program can be
segmented in several different ways. These customers can be categorized based on their values and
behavior, their product segmentation, their decision making departments, or their manufacturing volume.
The table below lists the different ways in which customers can be segmented along the top row
with corresponding columns displaying sub-categories. Customers can initially be approached for pilot
collaborations based on which sub-categories are targeted.
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Behavior/Values Product Segments Decision Making ManufacturingDepartment Volume
Quality Mobile Manufacturing Large
Social Desktop Marketing Medium
Responsibility
Security Servers R&D Small
Brand
Table 1: Customer Segments
2.2.3.2.2 Value Propositions
The following value propositions explore different ways the ULT capability can provide value to
both Intel and to its customers.
One of the main value propositions for the Customer ULT Program is improved excursion
management. Excursions at Intel are when parts are recalled due to manufacturing or other defects that
may impact the performance of the released units. Depicted in Figure 11, without the ULT capability, if
an excursion occurs, the customer has to remove entire batches of CPUs and chipsets from their product
line based on visual inspections. This can prove to be time consuming as well as hurt productivity
because healthy units are often pulled from production. Having the ULT capability, as shown in Figure
12, will allow customers to have a more precise way to track units and identify contained units in case an
excursion occurs.
1. Intel provides
Manufacturing Lot
(ML) number
Lbi12305
Lots can consist
of both affected
and unaffected
units. Oten,
only a small
portion of the
units are alected
within a lot.
2. Customer manually
finds boes/units with
sane Kt through
visual inspecan from
warehousef Inventory
holding
3. Customer manually
searches thrugh
s , System
Assemy, and
Finished Assemby to
fd units with same
ML -.. d
4. Customer
retums as many
units to Intel as
they could find
with same
- - wa- -
Figure 11: Excursion Management without ULT, SMT = Surface Mount Technology"
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'Image from Intel Corporation
Figure 12: Excursion Management with ULT"
Having ULT is additionally valuable if customers are using more and more Ball Grid Array
(BGA) CPUs in their production. BGA CPUs, shown in Figure 2, are one of the two primary ways Intel
packages its mobile CPUs with the other primary way being the Pin Grid Array (PGA) packaging, shown
in Figure 13. PGA processors have pins on the bottom of the processor package. These pins fit into a
socket, shown in Figure 14, which is soldered down onto the computer motherboard. BGA CPUs are
socketless and are directly soldered down onto a system's motherboard during the surface mount process
of a factory's manufacturing process. "The crucial differences between BGA and PGA are that a PGA-
mounted processor can be easily pulled out of its socket but a BGA processor is difficult and expensive to
remove; and there is only one point in the production process when a BGA processor can be installed
whereas there are many possible installation locations for a PGA processor" (Sailer, 2010).
Figure 13: PGA Processor, bottom view 2
" Image from Intel Corporation
12 Image from http://parts.digikey.com/1/parts/566505-ic-pentium-4-1-7ghz-ufc-pga-rh80532gc029512s-16fg.html,
accessed 3/16/2012
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Figure 14: Socket for PGA CPUs"
With more BGA CPUs in the production line, more CPUs will be surface mounted and as a result
it will take longer to unsolder and return BGA CPUs to Intel during excursions. Customers may want to
minimize the work necessary to address excursions and thus be in a position where they will unsolder the
least number of BGA CPUs as possible.
Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the results of past excursion management experiments conducted
with Intel ODM customers. Based on a past simulation experiment, Figure 15 shows that having ULT
saved a substantial amount of time finding suspected materials. Without ULT, there was no system in
place that specified the location of all of the contained units. From the same set of experiments, Figure 16
shows the extent to which customers can improve productivity with ULT. Being able to specify exactly
which units were affected by an excursion improved efficiency of identifying units by seven times.
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Figure 15: Faster Customer Issue Resolution'"
"~ Image from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Intel Socket_370.JPG, accessed 4/9/2012
14 Image from Intel Corporation
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Figure 16: Improved "Supply Line" Containment"
Another value proposition concerns the product health of Intel units received by customers. ULT
greatly enhances Intel and its customers' joint ability to better understand the product health experience in
a sustainable fashion as well as detect and resolve potential quality issue quickly. This is achieved by
having a more precise measurement of product defects per million (DPM) and ability to perform
advanced commonality studies to better detect abnormalities.
As Intel has internally developed ULT infrastructure, the ability of precisely knowing what
devices are failing and passing has been beneficial as mentioned in section 2.2.1. When customers
provide the information on the health of each received Intel CPU, it is tremendously helpful for Intel in
order to conduct a good verse~ bad health analysis and allow for a better root cause investigation.
Depicted below in Figure 17, a good verse bad health analysis can help Intel more quickly determine
when the DPM exceeds the agreed upon limit between the customer and Intel. Faster issue resolution will
result in customer problems being addressed more quickly as well.
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Figure 17: Product Health Experience (hypothetical graph)'6
The third main value proposition involves addressing security issues that were mentioned in
section 2.2.2. There are instances when Intel customers received counterfeit or remarked Intel CPUs at
product receiving or on warranty claims. Intel will not accept customer Return Merchandise
Authorizations (RMAs) on counterfeit products. As a result, Intel customers are left with units they are
unable to build into their own systems. The table below indicates that having the ULT capability allows
customers to detect incorrect 2DIDs in systems, duplicate 2DIDS, and invalid 2DIDs. The ability to
detect these security issues may provide a way for customers to either identify who is attempting to
breach security regulations on Intel CPUs or scare off guilty parties and prevent repeat occurrences.
Warranty Claim Receiving
Incorrect 2DID in Duplicated ID Invalid IDWith________ULT__ System
With ULT Detection Detection Detection
Without ULT No Detection No Detection No Detection
Table 2: Security Value Proposition
Finally, the fourth value proposition for extending the ULT capability to the ODM and OEM
customer level is improving quality through product verification. Having the ability to authenticate each
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CPU being integrated into systems ensures that the correct microprocessor performance will be delivered
to the end customer.
The four value propositions mentioned above address ways to improve the quality of Intel service
to its customers. Improving quality of service is not only beneficial to customers, but beneficial to Intel
as well due to the increased customer satisfaction.
2.2.3.2.3 Customer Relationships
Strong customer relationships are crucial for the Customer ULT Program. The Customer Support
(CS) group maintains the direct relationships Intel has with its customers and is further discussed in
section 2.2.3.2.7. Intel's local CS groups actively engage with the customers on a daily basis and will
continue to provide this support for the Customer ULT Program.
2.2.3.2.4 Channels
There are several channels through which the Customer ULT Program can communicate, deliver,
evaluate, and support the extended ULT capability offered. Awareness can be expanded through
customer meetings and presentations or trade shows.
The following IT System options represent different ways through which Intel can deliver the
value propositions to participating customers:
- Sharepoint Site - Intel can provide customers with access to a Sharepoint Site
- Intel.com - Intel can use its external website to exchange data with customers
- Outsource Third Party, File Transfer System (FTS) - Intel can contract a third party vendor to set
up and manage the data exchange between Intel and customers
- Email - Intel can email with customers the information required for the data exchange
- New IT Database - Intel can work with IT to create a new database that manages the data
exchange between Intel and customers
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All of these channels require internet access between Intel and customers, and a few of the
solutions can be combined to support the customer ULT data exchange. Additionally, the program will
have to work with TD and IT groups to arrange for access to the database that carries all the unit level
information on each CPU and chipset while customers will have to work with their own IT groups to
arrange for a smooth exchange.
After an information exchange is in place, the success of the program can be determined by
analyzing the data collected or from direct feedback from the customers. Finally, the channels through
which support is provided were explained in the Customer Relationships section above.
2.2.3.2.5 Key Activities
Several activities are required to carry out the Customer ULT Program. As the program begins to
develop, understanding the value propositions is a key activity required to drive other parts of the
program. Identifying the value proposition for Intel as well as individual value propositions of any given
customer serves as a starting point in determining the purpose and goals of the program
Next, conducting an industry survey will pulse the voice of customers and collect their latest
perspectives on scanning Intel's 2DID and ULT. Conversations generated throughout the survey will also
engage potential pilot collaborations with customers. Pilots will test customer LLT feasibility and
establish a better understanding of the ability to track units through a data exchange and a corresponding
customer support process. Pilots will also attempt to validate value propositions such as improved
excursion management and product health experience.
Another key activity that will be taking place once an initial set of value propositions is identified
and through the industry survey is determining what channels will be used to deliver the value
propositions to respective customers and establishing the data exchange for both the pilots and for long
term solutions that will take place with the help of IT. Currently, scanning the 2D barcode on Intel CPUs
only provides a unique ID number but does not provide any additional unit parameters. The data
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exchange will allow for customers to receive mutually agreed upon information on each unit based on the
ID numbers they provide to Intel. This is believed to be a core aspect of the program and establishing the
data exchange is crucial for the Customer ULT Program's success.
Finally, once pilot collaborations have been completed and the program is fully underway,
sustaining and analyzing the data exchange will help track the program's progress and allow for the value
propositions to be realized.
2.2.3.2.6 Key Resources
The main resources necessary for the Customer ULT Program are capital investments and human
resources.
Capital investments, which include scanners, Intel's internal ULT database, the data exchange
mechanism, and access to the Internet so that there is a means of communicating ULT data with
customers, and human resources are further discussed in section 2.2.3.2.8
2.2.3.2.7 Key Partners
The Customer ULT Program's key partners and groups span across several parts of the
organization-within TMG as well as a couple of other business units within Intel.
The program is owned by a quality group within TMG's Corporate Quality Network (CQN).
This quality group has ownership of the program due to the quality impacts of the customer ULT's value
propositions. In addition to driving the program, the group's responsibilities include identifying program
aspects such as who other key partners are, what the value propositions are, which key resources are
necessary, what the cost structure will be, and which customers to target.
Adjacent to quality is the CS group who maintains the direct relationships Intel has with its
customers for the Customer ULT Program as already mentioned in section 2.2.3.2.3. The CS group,
which also falls under CQN, delivers the voice of the customer to the program's internal groups. The
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group maintains the customer relationships by helping the internal working groups coordinate with
customers on pilot engagements and customer visits and also by ensuring that customer questions and
concerns regarding the program are addressed.
The Customer ULT Program believes that a crucial factor for the program's success is the data
exchange, explained in section 2.2.3.2.5 that needs to take place between Intel and participating
customers. In order to carry out this aspect of the Customer ULT Program, Intel's IT group helps
facilitate the information transfer between the two companies. IT is a group within TMG as well.
The TD group created the 2D mark on Intel's components and also owns the database that carries
all of the unit level information on each CPU and chipset. This is the group to work with regarding
change requests on the 2D marks or mark content. Additionally, while the IT group's role is to help the
program exchange information between Intel and participating customers, TD's participation is necessary
to access the internal database that pulls the ULT information to pass onto Intel customers for the
Customer ULT Program.
Finally, the Business Integrity group is also a key partner. Members of this group are cross
organizational with some members from TMG and others from Intel Architecture Group (IAG). Value
propositions relevant to ULT impacts on security and counterfeiting issues fall under this group and they
provide the drive and support for these issues.
Beyond the Key Partners, there are several supporters who do not play a key part in delivering the
value propositions but are stakeholders in the outcome of the Customer ULT Program. These
stakeholders include the Channel Program within PC Client Group (PCCG), which falls under IAG, and
the Samples Group, a cross organizational team. The Channel Program handles the distribution for boxed
CPUs, shown below in Figure 18, which are sold individually and will not be integrated into a system
before distribution to end customers.
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Figure 18: Intel Boxed Processor"
The Samples Group coordinates the CPU samples delivered to Intel customers before a New
Product Introduction (NPI). Both groups utilize ULT within Intel and will benefit if each CPU received
by ODM and OEM customers is scanned and additional information is collected on units and sent to Intel.
The distribution channel of boxed CPUs is broad and contains more handling touch points in between
Intel and the end users, which increases the opportunity of security fraud. Units distributed by the
Samples Group to systems integrators are solely meant for engineering and test purposes and are not
meant to be sold to end customers. Intel has observed inappropriate sales of units and would like to
utilize ULT to help find ways to stop that behavior.
2.2.3.2.8 Cost Structure
There are three main areas where costs will be incurred in order to extend the ULT capability and
allow for a data exchange to occur between Intel and customers. First, both parties must partake in the
investment in 2D barcode scanners and operators. How the scanners will be selected and exact
responsibilities will be divided up will be up to each partnership. Scanner costs can range from around
$500 upwards to $2,000 with varying specifications. Next, Intel and customers must set up the
infrastructure to support an information exchange. Intel has already made large investments towards
having the ULT capability in place at Intel sites. However, having the infrastructure in place to support
the capability at customer sites as well as bridging the communication gap between the two is necessary
as well. Finally, human resources are required to sustain and support the program. Currently, Intel's
* Image from http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/buy/intelproducts/boxedprocessors.html, accessed on
4/8/2012
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Customer ULT Program plans to use existing resources to support the program and does not have a set
plan to invest in human resources in the near future. Relative costs between Intel and customers will vary
depending on the initial state of customers and the agreement Intel has with each of them respectively.
2.2.3.2.9 Benefits
In the case of the Customer ULT Program, direct revenues are not initially expected. Rather, the
Customer ULT Program has only identified resulting benefits for both Intel and customers based on the
main value propositions. Improved excursion management, product health experience, security, and
product verification, as discussed in section 2.2.3.2.2, can lead to improved efficiencies which provide
Intel with time and cost savings. These savings will in turn allow Intel to provide improved quality
service to customers and lead to enhanced brand value.
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3 Hypothesis and Project Approach
This thesis work was set forth to identify the effectives of the Customer ULT Program, how
customers would respond to the ULT capability and potential pilot engagements, and what approach
would be best to implement the program. It was predicted that the Customer ULT Program can
successfully provide a way to create increased visibility along the PC supply chain as well as improve the
quality of Intel's offerings to its customers through products and services. Additionally, the proposed
value propositions regarding excursion management, product health experience, security and product
verification will provide a viable argument for customers to engage in the Customer ULT Program.
Part of the initial hypothesis also included that the program's adoption largely depends on timing.
Due to Intel's recent BGA Acceleration initiative, high volume notebook manufacturing customers will
be more willing to participate in a pilot collaboration and eventually in the program in the longer term.
For the product approach, depicted in Figure 19, in order to prove viability of the Customer ULT
Program's value propositions, an industry survey was conducted through interviews to capture the voice
of customers and their latest perspectives on scanning Intel's 2DID and ULT. Before doing so, it was
necessary to understand the history and current state of ULT at Intel as discussed in section 2.2.1.
Conversations generated throughout the survey created potential pilot collaborations with
customers. Pilots test customer ULT feasibility and establish a better understanding of the ability to track
units through a data exchange and a corresponding customer support process. Pilots also attempt to
validate value propositions such as improved excursion management and product health experience.
ttndvsy SWOY
and VaU
Figure 19: Project Approach
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In conjunction with the industry survey, the project explored the different channels that could be
used to deliver the value propositions to respective customers and the IT system solutions that would
establish the data exchange for both the pilots and for long term solutions.
Finally, based on the findings from above, a forward looking implementation strategy for the
program was recommended.
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4 Voice of the Customer
4.1 Industry Survey
Four Intel ODM customers in China were visited and interviewed to gain insight on their use of
and need for the Customer ULT Program. Interviews were either conducted over the phone or as working
meetings with both Intel and customer representatives present. Members of the Customer ULT Program
represented Intel while varying roles, including manufacturing line managers, members in research and
development (R&D), and quality engineers and managers, were represented by the different companies.
In addition to learning about customers' current 2DID usage, customers were questioned on any
security issues they might have and on their value chain to identify whether there might have been
additional value propositions that were overlooked. Figure 20 below outlines the topics discussed with
customers.
2DID Usage
;Current usage
-Future usage
-Usage implications
Se curit y
-Remark/counterfeit detection
-Fraud warranty claim
Value Chain Analysis
Ibu Otnd:
-Procurement -System -Order fulfillment -Warranties
-Inventory assembly -Allocation -Returns
management -Product quality -Call Centers
-Order fulfillment
Figure 20: Industry Survey and Value Chain Analysis
The following summarizes the key takeaways gathered from these meetings:
1) Individual line managers who are scanning 2DIDs on their lines seem to largely be doing so
based on requests made by partner OEMs, and they don't necessarily know what they can do with
the scanned serial numbers or why the OEMs are requesting this action. Intel's 2DID and ULT
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are not new concepts; customers are aware of the 2D barcode on Intel CPUs and chipsets, and
each company has at least a few manufacturing lines that are scanning the barcodes.
2) Customers have varying levels of interest in terms of wanting to learn more about ULT. This is
partially due to the fact that decision makers for the capability differ from company to company
and also that each company is driven by different motivations or concerns, which will be further
discussed in section 4.2.
3) With the exception of one customer that mentioned having minor problems with security due to
internal employees swapping out units, security is not a major issue at notebook manufacturing
sites. Upon further research and discussions within Intel, it was found that Intel customers who
integrated higher value CPUs, such as for servers, had increased security issues. Coverage of
those product lines is beyond the scope of this project.
4) No new value propositions were discovered through the interviews. Given the range of topics
and questions included in the value chain analysis, all questions could not be answered by
representatives present. However, through a line tour at one of the customer sites, the Customer
ULT Program had better insight as to how and where the lines scanned the 2D barcodes.
Additional information from the customer responses can be found in the Appendix.
4.2 Pilot Collaboration Engagement
Conducting an industry survey through interviews also provided the Customer ULT Program with
an opportunity to engage ODM customers in potential pilot collaborations. As mentioned in the
hypothesis, it was presumed that high volume notebook manufacturing customers would be more willing
to participate in a pilot collaboration and eventually in the program in the longer term. This was also the
reasoning behind the meetings and interviews with the four particular ODM customers in China.
Segmenting customers based on their manufacturing volume or product segment was not an accurate
approach towards determining who would agree to collaborate on a pilot. Customers, rather, responded
based on their motivations or values. One customer in particular, driven by quality, highly valued ULT's
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capability in providing increased quality to their manufacturing process. This customer approached
Intel's Customer ULT Program and willingly chose to participate in a pilot collaboration. They accepted
and agreed to the proposed pilot, which included:
* Pilot Proposal: Expected outcomes from the pilot proposal included establishing a better
understanding of the ability to track units through a data exchange and an improved customer
support process and validating value propositions such as improved issue management and
product health experience.
" IT Infrastructure and Support: Customers would build and support a means of exchanging
scanned 2DIDs and data with Intel.
* Scanner Technology and Support: Customers would provide their own scanners and provide
resources to scan 2DIDs on Intel CPUs.
After presenting the pilot proposal and value propositions of the Customer ULT Program,
customers seemed interested in engaging in a pilot, but their main concerns were driven by costs. Given
that high volume manufacturing competes so highly on cost, every investment made towards
improvements is carefully deliberated upon. Ultimately, only one other company expressed continued
interest under the condition that Intel provided the funding for scanners.
The program's pilot goal was to find three customers willing to conduct a pilot with Intel by the
end of 2011. There was not enough of a response from the four customers visited, so the Customer ULT
Program began to reach out to several other ODM and OEM customers by presenting the pilot proposal
and discussing potential collaborations. Similar concerns about costs were found among these customers
as well.
Overall, the low level of engagement was indicative of how customers might respond to the
program beyond the pilots and was informative for steps moving forward.
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4.3 Characterizing the Customer ULT Program
Based on the customer interviews and the overall response regarding pilot collaborations, the
Customer ULT Program and customer reactions can be characterized by Everett Roger's Innovation
Adoption Curve (Rogers, 1995) and Geoffrey Moore's Chasm (Moore, 2002).
According to Rogers, individuals do not adopt innovation all at once and can be categorized by
their characteristics and values. Innovators (or Lead Users as depicted in Figure 21) are the most
venturesome in being the first adopters, and they are okay with uncertainty in their choices. Early
adopters are opinion leaders and are often respected for their success and use of new ideas. Individuals in
the early majority can be deliberate in the decisions they make. They provide interconnectedness
throughout the entire adoption curve and they often follow, but don't lead, early adoption. Those in the
late majority are known to be skeptical and must be certain about decisions they make. Finally, laggards
are traditional adopters and make their decisions based on the past. They must be certain that anything
they adopt will not fail.
Based off of Roger's Innovation Adoption Curve, Moore believes that the biggest challenge in
innovation adoption is attracting users in the early majority after reaching the early adopters. Achieving
this momentum in adoption is what he refers to as "crossing the chasm".
Load Eady Early Lale
Users Adoples Melo Maoy ag*
Figure 21: Rogers' Innovation Adoption Curve and Moore's Chasm
8 lmage from (Moore, 2002), as depicted in Professor Pierre Azoulay's, Associate Professor at MIT Sloan School of
Management, materials
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The Customer ULT Program parallels Rogers' and Moore's theories in that ULT is an innovative
capability that Intel is attempting to extend and have customers adopt. Customers who have been
interested in collaborating on pilots fall into one of the first few categories on the adoption curve.
Specifically, the customer who approached Intel can be classified as a lead user while the few others who
were interested but only after some negotiating can be considered the early adopters. The program must
cross the chasm before reaching more customers. However, before trying to determine how to reach a
critical mass of early majority and late majority adopters, cognizance of this gap provides the program
with a chance to modify goals and needs for enabling supply chain visibility by extending ULT to the
customer level. Characterizing the program allows Intel to determine a more fitting strategy for the
evolving Customer ULT Program, which will be further discussed in Chapter 6: Customer ULT
Implementation Strategy.
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5 IT System Infrastructure Implications
Among other factors such as engaging customer involvement, the Customer ULT Program's
success largely depends on how Intel will enable a data exchange with participating customers. Once
customers scan received 2DIDs on CPUs and chipsets, there must be a way for them to deliver the IDs to
Intel in exchange for information they have negotiated to receive for each respective 2DID (i.e., batch
number or product specifications). Although there are several possible channels, as discussed in section
2.2.3.2.4, through which this information can be delivered, the Customer.ULT Program has been focusing
primarily on the two options below.
5.1 Data Exchange Center
The Data Exchange Center proposes the creation of a new Intel server that manages the unit level
information exchange between customers and Intel. Depicted in Figure 22 below, customers will scan
unit 2DIDs and (1) send the scanned information to Intel's Data Exchange Center (DEC). The DEC will
store the information and (2) communicate with Intel's ULT Database, owned by TD, in order to get the
unit level information that will be stored in the DEC and eventually communicated back to the customers.
The DEC can support large volume, sustainable, real time data transfer in High Volume Manufacturing
(HVM). The Customer ULT Program finds the DEC favorable because it can contribute to addressing
excursions more efficiently and improving overall Intel responsiveness to ODM and OEM customers.
U...
Figure 22: Potential Long Term IT Solution
The DEC requires high upfront development costs for Intel, due to the capital equipment and
resources required for support, but the program's net present value (NPV) based on a five year period
exceeds the costs. Intel's Return on Investment (ROI) for developing the DEC was calculated based on
the history of Intel's excursions and the average potential savings to Intel due to the reduction in over-
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containment and the cost of scrap over the course of five years. By informing customers of exact units
affected during an excursion, customers will only return those specified to Intel. More units will remain
in production lines that customers would have previously sent back to Intel without ULT in place. This
ends up saving Intel both time through preventing over-containment and money through the reduced cost
of scrap in replacing those units.
5.2 File Transfer System
As an alternative to the DEC and a shorter term solution for the pilot collaborations, the File
Transfer System (FTS) provides an automated data exchange between Intel and customers. As shown in
Figure 23 below, customers will scan unit 2DIDs and (1) send the scanned information to the 3 rd Party:
FTS Supplier Server, which will (2) automatically send the file to Intel. The IT infrastructure within Intel
will generate the necessary unit level information based on the customer data received and automatically
send it back to the 3 rd Party FTS Server which will send the information automatically on to the
customers. Automation will reduce maintenance costs for CQN and the Customer ULT Program. This
data exchange will not be supported continuously throughout the day but will be arranged for a set
number of times per day.
Figure 23: Pilot Collaboration IT Solution
Due to the outsourcing of the FTS and usage of space on Intel's existing IT infrastructure, large
up front expenditures are not required for this option. The 3 rd party, with whom Intel already has an
existing relationship, will be hosting the server so Intel will not have to maintain the reliability of that
database.
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5.3 Customer ULT Program IT Solution
Although there are other possible IT options, as mentioned in section 2.2.3.2.4, the DEC and FTS
serve as the initial proposed long term and short term solutions, respectively, for the Customer ULT
Program. Both solutions leverage existing Intel infrastructure and relationships with minimal costs. The
DEC provides an ultimate, grand vision of providing a cloud service to support the data exchange
between Intel and customers. The FTS is a pilot and shorter term solution. The FTS solution provides
the capability for Intel to automate the exchange process and allows generous bandwidth for scalability
potentially useful for the future.
As the program develops, other solutions may arise or variations of the proposed solutions may
be considered. The factors considered for the program's IT solution included volume capacity, data
exchange frequency, startup and operations costs, scalability, and sustaining resources required.
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6 Customer ULT Implementation Strategy
Based on the customer responses during the industry survey and pilot collaboration engagement
as well as the progress made in the IT system infrastructure planning, the following implementation
recommendation has been made for the Customer ULT Program.
6.1 Implementation Recommendation
1) The Customer ULT Program should continue with pilot efforts and leverage innovators and
early adopters discussed in section 4.3 as much as possible. Even if the program does not
gauge enough interest from other customers after the pilots are completed and cross the
chasm, the collaborations can still be informative for future instances when both Intel and its
ODM and OEM customers must use a common language to trace individual units.
Additionally, because the FTS IT solution for the pilots can support beyond the number of
pilots the program is anticipating to have, it should serve as the primary data exchange until
the Customer ULT Program is able to cross the chasm. Only then should the program
consider the DEC.
2) If pilot results are as anticipated, the program should share validated value propositions with
other customers. Throughout the industry survey and pilot engagement conversations,
customers were repeatedly asking for validated value propositions, which were not available
because that information was hoped to be achieved through the pilots themselves.
3) Given the lack of overall collaboration response, the success of pilots will not be enough to
cross the chasm. Because most of the customers visited did not feel that the value
propositions discussed in section 2.2.3.2.2 made a strong enough case for them to participate
in a pilot with the Customer ULT Program, Intel should reconsider ULT offerings to increase
customer incentives to adopt the capability. If there is not enough motivation within the
quality group, additional stakeholders should be further engaged to support the program.
Additionally, the Customer ULT Program should continue to have discussions with ODM
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and OEM customers regarding ULT in case they would like to learn more about the
capability.
4) Inflection points should be considered as a potential driver for the program if customers'
willingness to adopt and overall timing is not in alignment with the program's goals.
Inflection points are further discussed in section 6.2 and provide a good alternative for the
Customer ULT Program to focus on if customers are resistant to adopting the ULT capability.
6.2 Inflection Points
The following five trends and events may drive increased customer adoption of ULT and as a
result, the Customer ULT Program should incorporate contingency planning into its short and long term
strategy.
CPU Form Factors: As mobile laptops become thinner and lighter, CPU form factors are decreasing in
size as well, creating less surface area for product marking. Information deemed to be non-critical (i.e.,
ML) may be eliminated from product marking and in its replacement might be a 2D barcode whose
information can only be accessed by scanning the 2DID and completing an information exchange with
Intel. This implies that customers may have to turn to scanning the 2DIDs of all incoming Intel units in
order to verify which CPUs they are integrating into systems since the human readable product markings
may not be available anymore.
UltrabooksThf and BGA Acceleration: Intel's commitment to Ultrabook m , characterized by a thin, light
notebook form factor, high security, and always being connected as easily and quickly as possible (Intel),
impacts all players along the notebook supply chain. With the push for UltrabookI" production, it is
predicted that "...the thin-and-light laptops will account for more than 40 percent of all notebook
shipments by 2015" (Poeter, 2011) (Shilov, 2011). UltrabookTM 's thin form factor requires the use of
BGA CPUs. With the increase in UltrabookT M production, Intel's ODM and OEM customers will be
handling significantly more BGA CPUs. Because these processors must be soldered down onto system
boards and cannot be placed in their sockets at the end of a manufacturing line like PGA CPUs can,
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Ultrabook"T M will cause a proliferation in Stock Keeping Units (SKUs) for customers due to processor
integration during surface mount (Sailer, 2010). Customers will have more inventory to keep track of
and, in the case of an excursion, without having a means of identifying individual CPUs and their
respective boards, they may have to spend a lot of time unsoldering BGA CPUs and damaging a larger
number of parts.
Regulatory Mandates: As an increasing number of security issues arise from potential counterfeit units,
the Department of Defense (DOD) or other organizations may mandate better product traceability.
Large Excursion: A large scale excursion that deeply impacts an ODM or OEM's delivery schedule may
cause customers to realize the value of ULT and request the capability from Intel.
New Product Line or Factories: As Intel continues to enter different market segments and create new
product lines or continues to expand or grow globally and build new factories, incorporating ULT into
new product lines or new factories may be easier than implementing the capability in existing lines or
sites.
In response to the two trends, CPU Form Factor and Ultrabookr" and BGA Acceleration above,
customers may find the value propositions of product verification and improved excursion management
more attractive. Consequently, in anticipation of these two factors occurring, the Customer ULT Program
can accommodate the needs of the customers who may be affected by the onset of these changes and help
prepare them to adopt ULT if they wish to do so.
In addition to these two trends, the three subsequent events listed should be considered as well.
In the case that traceability is mandated or that a customer requests immediate implementation of ULT,
the Customer ULT Program should prepare a solution to roll out the capability very quickly to customers.
The program should determine how it would help customers attain scanners and build the IT
infrastructure to support a data exchange while ensuring that the Customer ULT Program can participate
in the data exchange on Intel's side as well. And finally, the program should take advantage of
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opportunities, such as the last inflection point, that might facilitate the program's objective of extending
ULT to the customer level. If the Customer ULT Program is unable to proactively engage customers to
adopt this capability, planning for these inflection points, which only serve as a subset of scenarios that
could help drive the program and increase customer ULT adoption, may prove to be just as effective.
6.3 Business Model Canvas: To-be models
Section 2.2.3 uses Alexander Osterwalder's Business Model Canvas to introduce the preliminary
stages of the Customer ULT Program. The same model canvas can map out different ways of meeting
objectives or implementing solutions. Although there are numerous ways of using the canvas, the models
in Figure 24 and Figure 25 depict how a few of the inflection points could be executed. As shown, only a
subset of the sections is varied within each of the models.
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Figure 24: CPU Form Factor and Ultrabooki" and BGA Acceleration Events
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Figure 25: New Product Line or Factory Inflection Point
Figure 24 explores the events in which smaller CPU form factors or Ultrabookm and BGA
Acceleration occurs. In this case, the customer segments targeted would be those who are most impacted
by these changes, which are Intel's mobile customers. If Intel were to fully prepare to roll out customer
ULT in response to customer requests, they may have to cover more of the costs. As mentioned in
section 6.2, customers may find the value propositions of product verification and improved excursion
management more attractive in response to these events. And finally, an added benefit would be
increased adoption of the ULT capability.
Another inflection point mentioned in section 6.2 is represented in Figure 25. If new Intel
products are being integrated in new market segments or new customer factories are being built, Intel
could suggest incorporating the ULT capability into those sites from the beginning. Integrating ULT into
new product lines or new factories may be easier than implementing the capability in existing lines or
sites. In the case of new customer factories, incorporating the ULT costs up front may be more feasible
with initial startup budgets than in existing sites where budgets to support a new capability may not be
available or difficult to come by.
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These models and many more can provide the Customer ULT Program with a better idea of how
to move forward or which different scenarios to plan for.
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7 Conclusion
In an effort to enable supply chain visibility for Intel products that have been distributed to Intel's
ODM and OEM customers, the Customer ULT Program was formed to help extend Intel's ULT
capability to the customer level. Upon identifying the preliminary Customer ULT Program Business
Model Canvas, listening to the voice of the customers regarding ULT and potential interest in engaging in
a pilot collaboration with Intel allowed the program to realize that customer adoption would prove to be
challenging. By characterizing the program with Roger's Innovation Adoption Curve and Moore's
Chasm, it was also discovered that the pragmatic early majority could not be expected to act as visionary
innovators or even the early adopters and help the program reach a critical mass of customers with its
existing strategy. However, the program may evolve to do so or at least reach its target customers by
modifying the implementation plan. Rather than extending the ULT capability to customers as a risk
mitigation strategy, Intel can effectively prepare a response for when inflection points occur and motivate
customer ULT adoption. In general, when efforts are being made to mitigate risks, and responses are not
as expected, industry trends or events can quickly shift the need for certain capabilities. Planning for
various scenarios can be beneficial and ultimately more successful in driving adoption of the capability.
For the time being, the Customer ULT Program's continued pilot efforts can help determine the
effectiveness of potential IT System solutions and their scalability in the longer term. Increased
traceability of Intel products along the supply chain through the means of a common language may be
useful to both Intel and customers, but the timing of the adoption is largely sensitive to when customers
are ready to bring on this sort of change and understanding what factors will cause this need.
Follow on projects to this one could potentially explore long term impacts of full supply chain
visibility. If all of the players along the supply chain could communicate using a common language, the
distributed supply chain may gain efficiencies that vertically integrated companies sometimes experience.
Access to the movement of Intel products along the entire supply chain may improve supply, demand, and
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inventory planning overall. Better insight on how the ideal state would affect the supply chain may also
help drive adoption of this capability.
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8 Appendix
ODM
Customer
They have a few lines scanning the 2DID and tracking the data but are
A unsure of how to utilize the data. Driven by OEM requests. Scan and tie PGA
CPUs to systems during kitting before system assembly. Ambivalent.
They have a few lines scanning the 2DID and tracking the data but would like
additional data to verify parts or detect remarked units. Scan and tie the
PGA CPUs to the systems right before they are inserted to the sockets or
BGA CPUs after reflow. Cost conscious.
Pilot collaboration 4 driven by quality. Several lines are scanningthe 2DID
C and are linking the 2DID info to the system. Driven by OEM requests, but
also being used for warranty verification.
They have a few lines scanning the 2DID and tracking the data. Scan and tie
D the PGA CPUs to systems right after they are socketed or BGA CPUs after
reflow. Looking into value proposition and Intel/Customer gives and gets.
ODMV -Remark/counterfeit detection
Customer *Fraud warranty claim
A Minimal security Issues.
B Employees swap processors from time to time.
C Minimal security issues.
Minimal security issues.
D
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-Current usage
oFuture usage
oUsage implications
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